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Miss Juliet Marshville is spitting mad. With one guardian missing, and the other singularly

uninterested in her fate, she is at the mercy of her wastrel brother who loses her beloved childhood

home to a man known as Sin. Determined to reclaim control of Rosecliff Cottage and her own fate,

Juliet arranges a meeting with the notorious rogue and demands the return of her property.

Jonathan Tidemore, 5th Earl of Sinclair, known to the ton as Sin, is exceptionally lucky in life and at

the gaming tables. He has just one problem. Wellâ€¦four, really. His incorrigible sisters have driven

off yet another governess. This time, however, his mother demands he find an appropriate

replacement.When Miss Juliet Marshville boldly demands the return of her precious cottage, he

takes advantage of his sudden good fortune and puts an offer to her; turn his sisters into proper

English ladies, and heâ€™ll return Rosecliff Cottage to Juliet's possession. Jonathan comes to

appreciate Julietâ€™s spirit, courage, and clever wit, and decides to claim the fiery beauty as his

mistress. Juliet, however, will be mistress for no man. Nor could she ever love a man who callously

stole her home in a game of cards. As Jonathan begins to see Juliet as more than a spirited beauty

to warm his bed, he realizes she could be a lady he could love the rest of his life, if only he can

convince the proud Juliet that he's worthy of her hand and heart.
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It's hard to ignore the tug of your heart. You can call it attraction and try to rationalize. That's what

Jonathan Tidemore, Earl of Sinclare does when he meets the fiesty young Lady Juliet Marshville.

Beginning with his first meeting, he rationalizes that what he feels is only lust. He isn't interested in

love or marriage. It must be only attraction.The beautiful redhead, Lady Juliet Marshville accosts

him outside the gaming halls in the dead of night demanding that he return her beloved Rosecliff

Cottage, a property wagered and lost by her lack-wit brother, Sir Albert Marshville. Lord Jonathan

(Lord Sin, as he is called by his friends) refuses to return the property, but sees an opportunity for

the possibility of a beautiful mistress and a governess for his four sisters with the beautiful Miss

Marshville, so he makes her a deal. He offers her a job as governess. If Juliet can make ladies of

his sisters, Lord Jonathan Sinclaire agrees to return to her the property and place it in her name.

She accepts.She is the fifth governess in the Tidemore household, if you count all of the ones fired

before her. Lord Jonathan's four sisters consider it their mission to determine the weakness with

their governesses- and move them out the door. He actually doesn't hold much hope that Lady

Juliet will last. But Lord Sin fInds that he needs to keep her under his roof, for reasons he cannot

explain. He even goes to elaborate measures to hide her last name- cutting it to "Marsh" -- to make

sure that her brother's reputation doesn't hurt her chances. His sisters, three of them, accept her at

once. The oldest one, Prudence, is not totally taken With "Miss Marsh" and constantly goads her

with cruelty and biting comments.
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